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Contact Zone Research Paper 
Assignment 
 
Mary Louise Pratt defines contact zones as "spaces 
where cultures meet, clash, and grapple with each 
other, often in contexts of highly asymmetrical 
relations of power, such as colonialism, slavery, or 
their aftermaths as they are lived out in the world 
today."  Left unexamined, stories of such spaces 
have the power to shape public opinion, alter 
public policy, and affect the power of people to 
determine their own lives.     
 
Through critically reading and analyzing these 
texts, we are better able to expose how they work—that is to say, how they affect readers and the 
wider worlds within which they operate.  For example, when Jamaica Kinkaid’s thinking is placed 
alongside a commercial for an ―exotic‖ vacation in the Bahamas, readers no longer view the 
bountiful tables of food and fun-loving couples on white-sand beaches as entirely innocent.  Instead, 
we see these figures as part of a larger initiative, one that silences some voices (the native) and 
amplifies others (the tourist, the tour company).  Getting to the bottom of such an initiative requires 
critical thinking in the form of close reading, evidence selection, and careful analysis, all surrounding 
a central claim.  
 

Directions 

Select a text that relies on Pratt’s idea of a contact zone, and discuss how the audience is urged to 
think about it.  Locate three secondary sources that help readers better make sense of what your 
primary text is really doing, and place those voices in conversation.  Through close reading of all 
sources, identify evidence that is worthy of critical analysis and write a 4-6 page claim-driven essay 
that argues for a particular reading (negotiated or oppositional) of your selected text.  By the end of 
your essay, consider the implications of your interpretation and articulate any new questions that 
have come to light.    
 
The writing process for this paper will begin with a proposal, an outline, and an annotated 
bibliography.  You will then compose two drafts, both of which will require you print two copies 
each and bring them both to class.  Your final draft will be submitted online, to turnitin.com.  Once 
returned, you will review your comments, notes, and drafting materials, and write a brief reflection 
on your work.    
 
Beyond critical analysis, your paper should also contain an evolving thesis.  This means that your 
claim at the start of your essay will invite the viewer to consider your issue from a certain perspective.  
As each new piece of evidence is engaged, your claim will evolve to account for it.  By the end of you 
paper, your new thesis will fully account for all of the information you have included throughout 
your paper, a claim you could not have made at the start of your paper prior to considering all of 
your research.  
  

 

―Columbus’ Eclipse,‖ Fig 86, Astronomie Populaire, 
1879. Caption reads: ―Columbus fills the natives 
with fear and awe by predicting the lunar eclipse.‖  



 

The best paper will 
 Use an evolving thesis to account for new evidence and perspectives introduced in the 

body paragraphs 

 Fully utilize transitions, signal phrases, source-reflexive statements, and clarifying 
statements as a way to maintain focus throughout the essay 

 Engage sources that are authored by credible voices and represent varied, critical 
perspectives 

 Demonstrate a mastery of all sources brought into the conversation of the paper 

 Rely on carefully composed pre-writing materials (proposal, outline, annotated 
bibliography) prior to the start of the essay drafting process 

 Obey MLA citation rules throughout the paper and works cited page 

 Use transitions as points of analysis 

 Demonstrate strong connection between thesis statements, topic sentences, evidence, 
analysis, and clarifying statements 

  
 

     Additional Clarification  

Proposal (200 words) 
Briefly (2 paragraphs) discuss the primary text you’ve chosen and the ways in which you plan to 
interpret it.  If you’re stuck, consider the following guiding questions 

 Who are the players in the contact zone? 

 How is each person or group described? 

 How does the text urge us to feel about this place and its participants? Who wins? Who 
loses?  

 How might such a story be made complicated when other ideas or perspectives are 
considered? Who are the other voices you plan to engage? 
  

Outline 

This informal outline should include your claim and a step-by-step sequence of ideas that will lead 
your reader through the most important parts of your primary text.  Combined in these steps should 
be specific moments in your secondary sources, along with brief descriptions of how these ideas will 
lead you toward your conclusion.    
 

Annotated Bibliography 

Through careful research, select three secondary sources (historical, theoretical, critical, etc.) that 
could be of use to you as you critically examine your primary text.  (Please note: Unauthored sources 
are not permissible.)  For each entry, provide a full MLA citation, a summary, and a response (150 
words each).  Your response should evaluate the author’s ideas but also comment on how you 
believe these ideas could be of use to you in your paper. 
 

Draft One 

This complete draft should be 4-6 pages (12pt, dbl space), and should clearly carry out the essay 
instructions.  Incomplete first drafts will receive partial credit.   
 

Draft Two 

The second draft must use track changes to demonstrate a vigorous revision process from the 
previous draft.  This means not only editing at the word and sentence level, but omitting whole 
paragraphs (if necessary) and rewriting and/or expanding body sections to include new ideas.  
Incomplete second drafts will receive partial credit.
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Tips for Effective Revision 

 
Below is a checklist for you to consider when working toward your final draft.  Research papers 
require more revision than other kinds of essays.  If your only experience with ―revision‖ so far has 
been running spell-check, this experience may be a little more frustrating than what you’re used to.  
Don’t sweat it!  By the end, your paper will be better for it.    
 

Locating and Using Research 
 Sources should be authoritative – remember, especially, what you’ve learned about evaluating 

electronic sources.  You may not use unauthored sources in the body paragraphs. 

 Include a variety of sources and perspectives 

 Paraphrase facts, examples, statistics, specific incidents, etc—anything that does NOT need to 
kept in its original language. Rewrite the original in your own words, retaining the essential facts 
and tone of the original, but don’t forget to parenthetically cite! 

 Quote only important things said by experts on your issue.  Always acknowledge who said what 
you are quoting with a signal phrase (i.e., Mayoral candidate Jimmy McMillan then gestured to 
the ceiling and exclaimed, ―The rent is too damn high!‖). Direct quotes should make up no more 
than 10% of your paper, and may not be necessary at all.  

 Parenthetical citations should follow author/page format – (Johnson 4); no comma is 
necessary.  Word of warning – this tipsheet cannot possibly substitute for the entire MLA style 
guide.  Use the internet if you have questions about proper formatting, especially when electronic 
sources are involved. 

 If the author of a source is included in the signal phrase, it is not necessary to include his/her 
name parenthetically at the end of the sentence (but still include page numbers). 

 Citations usually come at the end of the sentence; a long sentence that begins with information 
and continues with analysis, though, may include the citation at a natural break within the 
sentence (e.g. a comma or semicolon). 
 

Body Paragraph Organization 
 Avoid summarizing information that doesn’t directly relate to your issue; always stay focused on 

your thesis, using a clarifying statement at the end of each body paragraph or body ―section‖ to 
evolve the thesis forward. 

 Present specific evidence, and then use critical methods of analysis to explain the relationship 
between your research and the focus of your essay.  Essentially, you’re answering the questions: 
So what? and How does this new thinking affect my original claim about this issue? 

 As a rule of thumb, the analysis is the thing that guides the evolution of your claim.  Don’t go 
overboard with the amount of research that you include throughout your paper.   

 Analysis can come before a fact is included (by making a statement of what it shows and then 
using the fact as evidence) or after (by clarifying importance, explaining how it fits your thesis, 
etc.). 

 If several sentences of research come from one source, use a signal phrase to make clear to the 
reader where all of this information came from.  Then, provide a parenthetical citation at the 
end.  Following with a source-reflexive statement signals to the reader that you’re shifting from 
observation to interpretation.  This is a crucial move. 

 Try to mix sources within paragraphs – avoid having each paragraph coming from one 
source. This seriously impairs the conversational aspect of the assignment. 

 
 
 
 


